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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

We are pleased to appear before you this morning to discuss 

the need to assure the safety and effectiveness of medical 

devices and to present our views on H.R. 5545, the Medical 

Device Amendments of 1975. 

The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, enacted in 1938 and 

subsequently amended, has provided this Department with authority 

to regulate drugs by requiring manufacturers to establish safety 

and effectiveness prior to marketing. The Department has lacked 

comparable authority for regulating medical devices. 

As you are aware, the Department supported legislation similar 

to H.R. 5545 in the 93rd Congress. If amended to meet a number 

of objections outlined below, the Department would have no 

objection to the substance of H.R. 5545. If this legislation 

were to become law, the existing Bureau of Medical Devices and 

Diagnostic Products within the Food and Drug Administration 

would be charged with carrying out the responsibilities created 

by the bill's enactment. The Committee should understand that 

the Bureau would carry out a strengthened medical devices 

regulation program within FDA's resources during the current 

year. 
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INADEQUACIES OF CURRENT REGULATORY AUTHORITY 

The regulatory authority of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

over medical devices has not been changed since! 1938 despite enormous 

progress in the scientific and technological disciplines related to 

modern sophisticated products. Since current Federal law imposes no 

duty upon medical device manufacturers to establish the safety and 

effectiveness of their products prior to marketing, FDA has experienced 

considerable difficulty in taking appropriate remedial action against 

dangerous or misleading devices. 

Although FDA does have some authority to regulate medical devices, 

the Agency does not have clear authority to prescribe performance 

standards to which devices must conform to assure that they are safe and 

work properly. For example, there presently exist a number of device 

standards relating to performance, structural engineering, and materials 

composition which have been established by various medical and technical 

organizations. These standards may, if properly applied, help assure 

device safety and efficacy. FDA has encouraged development of voluntary 

standards and has also attempted to make full use of its present authority 

to develop certain requirements, such as those relating to portable 

oxygen units. 

Where a product is found to be defective, and the manufacturer does not 

recall it, or make labeling corrections or repairs, FDA must resort to 

legal proceedings which are cumbersome, time consuming, and not always 

effective in removing products from the market. 
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Risks from medical devices can, however, also be addressed by a 

preventive approach including, wherever applicable, the 

establishment of general controls, such as current good manufacturing 

practices, and performance standards applicable to product classes 

in lieu of case-by-case actions. Where general controls and standards 

are not sufficient to assure safety and effectiveness, the manufacturer, 

not FDA, should bear the burden of proof concerning safety and 

effectiveness through applications for product approval prior to 

marketing. 

HAZARDS OF MEDICAL DEVICES 

Accurate statistics as to the number of deaths and injuries related 

to medical devices are not available. We believe, however, that 

the public is now being exposed to an undesirable level of risk. 

1 . In 1 9!19, as Director of the ~Ia tiona 1 Heart and Luno Institute, 

I headed a study qroup established by the Department on the safety 

and efficacv of m~dical devices. As part of the study, we searched 

the scientific literature for accounts of injuries associated with 

medical devices. This studv uncovered 10,000 injuries of which 731 

had resulted in death. 

2. 1\n FDA death certificate search of ten States coverinq ten years 

(1062 to 1972) disclosed 858 deaths directly related to medical 

devices. 
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3. The Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities, an 

independent health qrouD, projected an estimated 36,000 

complications from ~edical devices in the year 197n. 

4. The laboratory of the Downstate Medical Center, in Brooklyn, 

which established its ovm review laboratory for medical devices for 

use in that ~osnital, reported that fully 4n percent of the devices 

tested were defective after two years of testinq. 

5. Recent problems, ranging from tragic deaths to fraudulent 

marketing, have occurred with a number of different types of devices. 

All of the following kinds of devices, which represent 

different levels of potential harm to the consumer, should 

be subject to careful regulation: 

Devices which are used in life-threatening situations and which 

are ineffective or fail in use--for example, heart valves, 

cardiac pacemakers, vascular implants. We are aware that 

about 23,000 individual pacemakers have been involved in 

recalls since 1972. FDA is now involved in the 

"recalls" of about 256 pacemakers and 54 myocardial 

leads for use with pacemakers. Two children had died from 

problems associated with the leads. 

Devices that are hazardous to patients and/or medical 

personnel due to defects in design or manufacture. For 

example, there have been cases of faulty monitoring devices 

in intensive-care units that have caused fatal e~ectric 
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shock, and cases of defective anesthesia machines that 

caused explosions in operating rooms. Also in this 

category are EKG machines that give faulty readings 

and result in serious misdiagnosis. 

Devices in which the traditional risk-benefit assessment 

cannot now be made prior to marketing--and in which the risks 

outweigh the benefits--for example, certain IUD 1 s. FDA 

has learned of 43 deaths and 315 septic abortions 

associated with Iuo•s. While these devices have been 

shown to be a relatively safe and reliable form of 

contraception, comparing favorably with oral contraceptives, 

the injury data clearly indicates the need to evaluate 

the potential hazards of all ruo•s. 

Devices that are useless and can cause delay in diagnosis, 

and treatment of serious conditions, such as the old 11 quack 11 

colored lights devices. 

Devices that are probably harmless but are useless and 

therefore economic frauds, such as 11 hot pants 11 for weight 

reduction. 

STATUS OF PRESENT PROGRAM 

As I mentioned, in 1969 this Department convened a study group to 

devise the most appropriate means of assuring the safety and reliability 

of medical devices. The Cooper Committee, as it became known, reported 

its findings in 1970 and its recommendations were the basis for the 

Department•s bill to regulate medical devices and also for later versions 

developed by Congress. The report called for the classification of 

devices into three regulatory categories: {1) those devices subject 
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only to general regulatory controls; (2) those for which standards should 

be set and enforced to assure safety and effectiveness; and {3) those 

requiring premarket review. 

The Committee also recommended ancillary provisions to fill existing gaps 

in the law. These provisions included: 

mandatory registration for establishments manufacturing 

devices; 

specific Federal authority to assure the use of good 

manufacturing practices; 

increased Federal inspection authority; 

a requirement that device manufacturers maintain records 

and make reports on clinical experience with devices; and 

procedures to require manufacturers or distributors of 

devices violative of Federal standards to repair or 

replace the devices or refund their purchase price. 

These features are all part of H.R. 5545. 

In response to the Committee Report, the Secretary asked the FDA to develop 

a system for the classification of medical devices into regulatory categories 

consistent with the proposed legislative plan and to undertake an inventory 

of these devices. This was to enable a smooth and orderly transition from 

regulatory controls appropriate to the 1930's to those consistent with the 

demands of the 1970's. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF DEVICES 

Since the recommendations of the Cooper Committee, the FDA has completed 

an inventory of devices. The classification process was begun with the 

division of the inventory of devices into 14 separate categories generally 

based on medical specialties in the following areas: orthopedics; 

cardiovascular; dental; anesthesiology; obstetrical and gynecological; 

gastroenterology and urology; radiology; neurology; ear, nose, and throat; 

opthalmic; general and plastic surgery; physical medicine; diagnostic 

products; and general hospital and personal use. Considerable progress 

has been made in reviewing the devices in each of these 14 categories 

and, through the use of panels of experts, classifying them into one or 

more of the three regulato·ry control classes previously mentioned. It 

should be noted that in addition to its expert members, each classification 

panel has nonvoting representatives for both consumer interests and 

industry interests. These procedures were formalized by notice in the 

Federal Register of May 19, 1975 (40 FR 21848}. 

The first four panels to review and classify devices within their 

respective medical specialty areas have already completed a large measure 

of their work and are providing FDA with additonal scientific support and 

direction. To date, over 3,000 devices have been classified by panels 

into the three basic regulatory control categories identified by the 

Cooper Committe~. 
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OUTLINE OF PANELS' OPERATING PROCEDURES 

It may be useful to describe the operations of the medical device review 

panels. These panels have three basic functions: 

1. Most importantly~ to classify the devices into proposed 

regulatory categories; 

2. To identify the need for specific devices standards; and 

3. To identify problems with specific devices. 

Under the pending legislation, these panels would also assume the 

important task of reviewing applications for premarket approval. 

Once a panel has classified all the devices in its specialty area, it 

considers specific device hazards and the requisite performance and 

safety standards which some devices require. For specific complex 

technical areas~ the panels have sought advice from standard-setting 

professional, medical, and scientific organizations such as the 

Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI), in 

the development of pacemaker performance and electromagnetic 

compatibility standards and the American Society for Testing and 

Materials (ASTM) in the development of standards for surgeons' gloves 

and orthopedic implants. The International Organization for Standardization 

(lOS) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) have also 

been consulted. 

. .... 
._ ' 
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VIEWS ON MEDICAL DEVICE LEGISLATION 

As I hav~ indicated, the Department has no objection to the 

substance of H.R.5545, to provide a comprehensive new system 

to help protect the public from unsafe or ineffective medical 

devices. H.R. 5545 would provide for premarket approval of 

certain devices, and promulgation of such standards as are 

necessary to assure safe and effective performance. 

The bill would also improve our authority concerning good manufacturing 

practice regulations, records inspection, registration of device 

manufacturers, maintenance of records and submission of reports, and 

tl'ePledial action concerning hazardously defective devices. 

The fundamental principles of H.R. 5545 are similar to S. 510, 

a bill which was passed by the Senate earlier this year and 

which the Department did not object to in substance. We 

opposed the overly specific provision of S. 510 relating to 

clinical investigational phase of medical device development 

since that language would freeze into statutory form present 

Department policy. This may prevent necessary administrative 

updating to keep pace with biomedical technology, which may 

soon need to be done after the National Commission for the 

Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral 

Research presents its findings. H.R. 5545, contains preferable 

language which would give the FDA broad authority to issue 

regulations to assure adequate protection of human subjects 

of device testing without restricting the requirements to 

what may today be considered necessary and appropriate. 
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We also opposed the premarket approval provisions of S. 510 as overly 

broad and ambiguous. We proposed alternative language which tightened 

up this category both by assigning to this category devices whose uses 

are of substantial importance and by explaining that general controls 

or standards are preferred to premarket approval. H.R. 5545 

is similar to that proposed by the Department, but we still 

prefer the Department 1 S proposed provisions. We are attaching 

a copy of our April 17 letter to Senator Scott in which this 

provision was proposed. This language will assure that devices 

that need premarket approval will get it, but without requiring 

approval of trivial products which pose no risk to the consumer. 

Another way in which H.R. 5545 is an improvement over S. 510 is in the 

breadth of the recordkeeping and reporting authority provided in 

section 519. This authority will enable us to require submission of 

data relevant to classification, adulteration, or misbranding for all 

devices. It is similar to the authority in the Department 1 s proposed 

Food Drug and Cosmetic Amendments of 1975 (H.R. 12847) in the last 

Congress. We do, however, believe that the records and reports 

provision in H.R. 5545 could be improved, as I will discuss in a few 

minutes. 

We are also pleased that H.R. 5545 includes authority to temporarily 

detain devices suspected of violating the law. This was proposed in 

the Department bill (H.R. 12847) in the last Congress. 

' ·~--
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We believe that the Subcommittee has developed a clear and 

workable proposal which reflects the Cooper Committee report 

and synthesizes the views of medical practitioners, research 

scientists, engineers, consumer groups, industry, and Federal 

agencies. 

We are confident that the Agency's efforts thus far to classify 

devices and establish standards have been wholly consistent with 

the bill, and we hope the legislative history reflects this. We 

believe it should be clearly understood that the FDA can build 

upon what has been done already and can develop and use flexible 

procedures consistent with Congressional intent. 

Several features of H.R. 5545 cause us concern or could be improved 

or clarified. 

1. The procedure for establishing a standard includes two initial 

steps that FDA believes can be collapsed into one. The bill should 

combine the notice for submission of comments concerning the 

establishment of a standard (proposed section 514(b)) with the 

notice inviting submission of offers concerning the proposed 

standards (proposed section 514(c)). 
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2. H.R. 5545 provides for an opportunity for review of a device 

standard by an independent advisory committee which shall not be 

a panel established for purposes of recommendations on classification 

and premarket approval. We believe this provision can be changed 

in a way that will allow FDA to make efficient use of its advisory 

committees while assuring that standards are not reviewed by 

individuals who may have prejudged an issue. We believe it is 

enough that the bill prohibit inclusion on an independent advisory 

committee of those individuals who have served on a classification 

panel which had considered the particular standard under review. 

3. The FDA has experienced great delays in removing unsafe and 

ineffective drugs from the market. One problem with the current 

drug law is the requirement of opportunity for a formal, evidentiary 

hearing, as prescribed in 5 U.S.C. 554. H.R. 5545 would require the 

FDA to provide opportunity for this same type of formal hearing when 

the agency approves, denies. or withdraws approval of a device 

application or takes comparable action regarding a product development 

protocol. We believe that an informal hearing, as defined in the 

bill, will assure fairness to interested persons without hindering 

Agency activities. 
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4. We have related concerns about the banned device provisions of 

section 516. Based on our experience with drug removals, we would 

urge that all banning orders take effect upon publication and pending 

any further administrative proceedings, including any decision as to 

whether a hearing is to be held. 

5. It is important that device manufacturers, importers, and distributors 

notify the Agency of all defects in medical devices. This has been a 

particular problem in our experience with pacemakers, where companies 

have not told the Agency that th~Y- have found defects in their products 

or that they have undertaken recalls. Under S. 510, there would 

be specific defect notification authority as a part of the "3-R" 

remedies--repair, replacement, or refund. However, this notifi-

cation authority would be limited to product-related defects 

presenting a substantial risk to the public safety. Under 

H.R. 5545, there would be no specific defect reporting provision, 

but the general reporting provision of section 519 authorizes 

regulations requiring defect reporting in all appropriate cases. 

We favor the provisions of section 519 of H.R. 5545 which would 

authorize us to require defect notification in instances in which 

industry may not regard a degree of risk as "substantial," or 

where it is unclear whether the risk is due to the product itself 

or the lack of skill of users. However, we believe the Committee 

should make it clear that the deletion of the specific defect 

reporting provision is not meant to imply that FDA lacks authority 

to require device manufacturers, importers, and distributors to 

report device defects. 
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6. The records and reports provisions could be improved by deletion 

of the orovision in proposed section 519(a)(l) barring 11 requirements 

unduly burdensome to a device manufacturer, importer, or distributor 

taking into account his cost of complyinq with such requirements and 

the need for the protection of the public health and the implementation 

of this Act. 11 This lan~IUage is unnecessary in view of current and 

oronosed requirements that Federal aqencies take into account the 

economic impact of their requirements. These provisions would merely 

lead to unproductive arqument and ~ossible litioation between FDA 

and industry as to ~that is burdensome but would not add any real 

safequards to assure that burdensome requirements are not imposed. 

Also, the section 519(a)(5) restrictions upon reportinq authority 

for devices subject only to general controls may be misunderstood. 

l~e read these requirements as only restrictinq use by FDA of the 

reporting authority to require that research be conducted that 

will generate data meeting FDA reporting requirements, or to 

require routine periodic reportinq unrelated to oublic health need. 

It should he noted that if FDA does not have adequate authority to obtain 

information on class I (general controls) devices, there will be an 

incentive to place these devices in class II (standards) or class III 

(oremarket approval). 
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7. Researchers and teachers who directly import devices for their 

own use should be subject to recordkeeping and reporting requirements. 

which would require a change in proposed section 519{b){2). 

8. There is a need to allow marketing of custom devices which 

necessarily deviate from requirements which would otherwise be 

applicable to the device under the standard-setting or premarket 

approval provisions of the bill. However, it is essential that 

the custom device provisions not serve as a loophole that will 

allow the marketing of dangerous or deceptive products. The custom 

device provision of H.R. 5545 (section 520(b)) would not, as we 

read the bill, exempt any device from otherwise applicable regulations 

for investigational devices or banned devices. It should also be made clear 

that FDA would be able to take necessary action to curb a practitioner's 

use of a custom device as a course of conduct on a number of patients. 

where this use is repeated to such an extent that the practitioner 

is in effect conducting unsupervised experiments, or allowing the 

marketing of a product that would otherwise be unlawful. We recognize that 

many of the devices used by certain practitioners. for example, dentists, 

involve a certain degree of custom design for each patient, as a 

course of conduct, and this is not objectionable. Thus, a provision 

limiting use of custom devices as a course of conduct must be 

carefully drafted to prevent abuses. but not to prevent use of 

custom products where justified by medical need. 
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9. We understand the prescription device provisions of new section 520(e), 

and related provisions in sections 514 and 515, would authorize restrictions 

to assure effectiveness as well as safety. However, this understanding is 

based uoon our knowledqe of similar terms used in druq law and may be 
'• 

easily misunderstood by those who are not familiar with the history of 

t~ose terms. To prevent misunderstandinq, these orovisions should be 

clarified, but it should be made clear that the Committee 

does not intend to imply any limitations on our authority concerning 

restrictions on use or distribution of drugs. 

10. We believe it is unnecessary to require establishment of a separate 

advisory committee to advise FDA concerning good manufacturing practice 

requlations. Our oresent procedures provide ample opportunity for industry, 

consumers, and scientists to make known their views in this area. If 

a specific advisory committee on oood manufacturing rractice regulations 

seems desirable, we will establish one. He also regard as unnecessary 

an explicit system for petitions for exemption or variance from good 

manufacturinq practice reoulations. 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we recognize the need for medical 

device legislation. Within the budget restrictions and current 

resource limitations which I alluded to earlier, this Department has no 

objections to the substance of H.R. 5545, with the changes outlined above. 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, this concludes by 

statement. My colleagues and I will be pleased to answer any 

questions you may have. 
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WASHIN~lON. D C 20201 

Honorable Hugh Scott 
Minority Leader 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Hugh: 
.. ... . 

There is before the Senate, as reported by the Committee on Labor and 
Public Welfare, S. 510, the '~edical Device Amendments of 1975. 11 

The reported bill is identical with s. 236~, which was passed by the 
Senate during the 93rd Congress, providing· the Food and Drug Adminis
tration (FDA) with a number of new authorities relating to medical 
devices. S. 510 would enable the establishment of mandatory standards, 
require premarket scientific review in certain cases, and control 
investigational devices. It would also require manufacturers to 
register, maintain records, make reports, notify FDA of defective 
products, and comply with good manufacturing practice regulations. 

We have certain objections to the reported bill, as discussed below. 

One of the principal issues of medical device legislation concerns 
what types of devices should be subject to scientific review. 

S. 510 provides that devices that are life-sustaining or life-supporting 
must be classified as requiring premarket scientific review even if 
standards or an exemption would be adequate. We believe this provision 
is too broad and that the following alternative language would be 
preferable to the first sentence of proposed section 514(a)(l) of the 
Act. 

SEC. 514. (a)(l) The Secretary may declare that a device (or 
type or class of device) for which scientific review has been 
determined to be appropriate pursuant to section 5ll(d) shall 
be subject to scientific review under this section with respect 
to any particular use or intended use th~reof, if, after consul
tation with the appropriate panel or panels specified in sub
section (b), and finds that (A) insufficient information exists 
(i) to assure effectiveness or {ii) to assure that exposure to 
such devices will not cause unreasonable risk of illness or 
injury and (B) scientific review may assure effectiveness or 
may reduce or eliminate such unreasonable risk and (C) no more 
practicable means to assure effectiveness or to reduce or eliminate 
the unreasonable risk are appropriate and (D) the device purports 
or is represented to be for a use which is of substantial 
importance in supporting, sustaining, or preventing impairment 
of human life or health.*** 
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Conforming amendments would be needed in proposed section 511 of the Act 
regarding criteria for classification of medical devices, including 
deletion of the last sentence in proposed section 5ll(c)(l)(B). 

The Department also opposes the prov1s1on in the bill concerning pro
tection of human subjects in device legislation. The excessive speci
ficity of this language w~u~d freeze into law the current requirements 
of Department policy, an~ ... t.hereby interfere with its further administra
tive udpating to keep pace with developments in biomedical technology • 

• 
As you are aware, the Department supported legislation similar to 
S. 510 in the 93rd Congress. If amended to meet the objections outlined 
above, the Department W)Uld',have no objections to the substance of S. 510. 
If s. 510 were to become law~ FDA's existing Bureau of Medical Devices 
and Diagnostic Products would be charged with carrying out the responsi
bilities created by the bill's enactment. The Senate should understand 
that,because of budget restrictions, the Bureau would begin to implement 
a strengthened medical devices regulation program within FDA's current 
resources. No additional sums would be necessary in the current year. 
In future years funds for this program will continue to be provided 
by adjustments in existing programs rather than by any increase in the 
FDA's budget. 

We are advised by the Office of Management and Budget that there is no 
objection to the presentation of this report from the standpoint of the 
Administration's program. 

----. 
/ Sincerely, .· 

•. • f 

. ' Secretary 
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

We are pleased to appear before you this morning to discuss 

the need to assure the safety and effectiveness of medical 

devices and to present our views on H.R. 5545, the Medical 

Device Amendments of 1975. 

The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, enacted in 1938 and 

subsequently amended, has provided this Department with authority 

to regulate drugs by requiring manufacturers to establish safety 

and effectiveness prior to marketing. The Department has lacked 

comparable authority for regulating medical devices. 

As you are aware, the Department supported legislation similar 

to H.R. 5545 in the 93rd Congress. If amended to meet a number 

of objections outlined below, the Department would have no 

objection to the substance of H.R. 5545. If this legislation 

were to become law, the existing Bureau of Medical Devices and 

Diagnostic Products within the Food and Drug Administration 

would be charged with carrying out the responsibilities created 

by the bill's enactment. The Committee should understand that 

the Bureau would carry out a strengthened medical devices 

regulation program within FDA•s resources during the current 

year. 
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INADEQUACIES OF CURRENT REGULATORY AUTHORITY 

The regulatory authority of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

over medical devices has not been changed since 1938 despite enormous 

progress in the scientific and technological disciplines related to 

modern sophisticated products. Since current Federal law imposes no 

duty upon medical device manufacturers to establish the safety and 

effectiveness of their products prior to marketing, FDA has experienced 

considerable difficulty in taking appropriate remedial action against 

dangerous or misleading devices. 

Although FDA does have some authority to regulate medital devices, 

the Agency does not have clear authority to prescribe performance 

standards to which devices must conform to assure that they are safe and 

work properly. For example, there presently exist a number of device 

standards relating to performance, structural engineering, and materials 

composition which have been established by various medical and technical 

organizations. These standards may, if properly applied, help assure 

device safety and efficacy. FDA has encouraged development of voluntary 

standards and has also attempted to make full use of its present authority 

to develop certain requirements, such as those relating to portable 

oxygen units. 

Where a product is found to be defective, and the manufacturer does not 

recall it, or make labeling corrections or repairs, FDA must resort to 

legal proceedings which are cumbersome, time consuming, and not always 

effective in removing products from the market. 
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Risks from medical devices can. however, also be addressed by a 

preventive approach including, wherever applicable, the 

establishment of general controls, such as current good manufacturing 

practices, and performance standards applicable to product classes 

in lieu of case-by-case actions. Where general controls and standards 

are not sufficient to assure safety and effectiveness, the manufacturer, 

not FDA, should bear the burden of proof concerning safety and 

effectiveness through applications for product approval prior to 

marketing. 

HAZARDS OF MEDICAL DEVICES 

Accurate statistics as to the number of deaths and injuries related 

to medical devices are not available. We believe, however, that 

the public is now being exposed to an undesirable level of risk. 

1. Tn lqn9, as Director of the national Heart and Luno Institute, 

I headed a study qroup established by the Department on the safety 

and efficacy of medical devices. As part of the study, we searched 

the scientific literature for accounts of injuries associated with 

medica 1 devices. This studv uncovered 1!) ,or)O i nj uri es of which 731 

had resulted in death. 

2. ~n FDA death certificate search of ten States coverinq ten years 

(1Q62 to 1972) disclosed 858 deaths directly related to medical 

devices. 
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3. The Commission on Professional and Hospital Activities, an 

independent health qrouD, projected an estimated 36,000 

complications from medical devices in the year 1970. 

4. The laboratory of the Downstate Medical Center, in Brooklyn, 

vlhich established its own review laboratory for medical devices for 

use in that ~osnital, reported that fully 4~ percent of the devices 

tested were defective after two years of testinq. 

5. Recent problems, ranging from tragic deaths to fraudulent 

marketing, have occurred with a number of different types of devices. 

All of the following kinds of devices, which represent 

different levels of potential harm to the consumer, should 

be subject to careful regulation: 

Devices which are used in life-threatening situations and which 

are ineffective or fail in use--for example, heart valves, 

cardiac pacemakers, vascular implants. We are aware that 

about 23,000 individual pacemakers have been involved in 

recalls since 1972. FDA is now involved in the 

11 recal1s 11 of about 256 pacemakers and 54 myocardial 

leads for use with pacemakers. Two children had died from 

problems associated with the leads. 

Devices that are hazardous to patients and/or medical 

personnel due to defects in design or manufacture. For 

example, there have been cases of faulty monitoring devices 

in intensive-care units that have caused fatal e~ectric 
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shock, and cases of defective anesthesia machines that 

caused explosions in operating rooms. Also in this 

category are EKG machines that give faulty readings 

and result in serious misdiagnosis. 

Devices in which the traditional risk-benefit assessment 

cannot now be made prior to marketing--and in which the risks 

outweigh the benefits--for example, certain IUD's. FDA 

has learned of 43 deaths and 315 septic abortions 

associated with IUD's. While these devices have been 

shown to be a relatively safe and reliable form of 

contraception, comparing favorably with oral contraceptives, 

the injury data clearly indicates the need to evaluate 

the potential hazards of all IUD's. 

Devices that are useless and can cause delay in diagnosis, 

and treatment of serious conditions, such as the old "quack'' 

colored lights devices. 

Devices that are probably harmless but are useless and 

therefore economic frauds, such as "hot pants" for weight 

reduction. 

STATUS OF PRESENT PROGRAM 

As I mentioned, in 1969 this Department convened a study group to 

devise the most appropriate means of assuring the safety and reliability 

of medical devices. The Cooper Committee, as it became known, reported 

its findings in 1970 and its recommendations were the basis for the 

Department's bill to regulate medical devices and also for later versions 

developed by Congress. The report called for the classification of 

devices into three regulatory categories: (1) those devices subject 
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only to general regulatory controls; (2) those for which standards should 

be set and enforced to assure safety and effectiveness; and {3) those 

requiring premarket review. 

The Committee also recommended ancillary provisions to fill existing gaps 

in the law. These provisions included: 

mandatory registration for establishments manufacturing 

devices; 

specific Federal authority to assure the use of good 

manufacturing practices; 

increased Federal inspection authority; 

a requirement that device manufacturers maintain records 

and make reports on clinical experience with devices; and 

procedures to require manufacturers or distributors of 

devices violative of Federal standards to repair or 

replace the devices or refund their purchase price. 

These features are all part of H.R. 5545. 

In response to the Committee Report, the Secretary asked the FDA to develop 

a system for the classification of medical devices into regulatory categories 

consistent with the proposed legislative plan and to undertake an inventory 

of these devices. This was to enable a smooth and orderly transition from 

regulatory controls appropriate to the 1930's to those consistent with the 

demands of the 1970's. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF DEVICES 

Since the recommendations of the Cooper Committee, the FDA has completed 

an inventory of devices. The classification process was begun with the 

division of the inventory of devices into 14 separate categories generally 

based on medical specialties in the following areas: orthopedics; 

cardiovascular; dental; anesthesiology; obstetrical and gynecological; 

gastroenterology and urology; radiology; neurology; ear, nose, and throat; 

opthalmic; general and plastic surgery; physical medicine; diagnostic 

products; and general hospital and personal use. Considerable progress 

has been made in reviewing the devices in each of these 14 categories 

and, through the use of panels of experts, classifying them into one or 

more of the three regulatory control classes previously mentioned. It 

should be noted that in addition to its expert members, each classification 

panel has nonvoting representatives for both consumer interests and 

industry interests. These procedures were formalized by notice in the 

Federal Register of May 19, 1975 (40 FR 21848). 

The first four panels to review and classify devices within their 

respective medical specialty areas have already completed a large measure 

of their work and are providing FDA with additonal scientific support and 

direction. To date, over 3,000 devices have been classified by panels 

into the three basic regulatory control categories identified by the 

Cooper Committee. 
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OUTLINE OF PANELS' OPERATING PROCEDURES 

It may be useful to describe the operations of the medical device review 

panels. These panels have three basic functions: 

1. Most importantly, to classify the devices into proposed 

regulatory categories; 

2. To identify the need for specific devices standards; and 

3. To identify problems with specific devices. 

Under the pending legislation, these panels would also assume the 

important task of reviewing applications for premarket approval. 

Once a panel has classified all the devices in its specialty area, it 

considers specific device hazards and the requisite performance and 

safety standards which some devices require. For specific complex 

technical areas, the panels have sought advice from standard-setting 

professional, medical, and scientific organizations such as the 

Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI), in 

the development of pacemaker performance and electromagnetic 

compatibility standards and the American Society for Testing and 

Materials (ASTM) in the development of standards for surgeons' gloves 

and orthopedic implants. The International Organization for Standardization 

(lOS) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) have also 

been consulted. 
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VIEWS ON MEDICAL DEVICE LEGISLATION 

As I hav~ indicated, the Department has no objection to the 

substance of H.R.5545, to provide a comprehensive new system 

to help protect the public from unsafe or ineffective medical 

devices. H.R. 5545 would provide for premarket approval of 

certain devices, and promulgation of such standards as are 

necessary to assure safe and effective performance. 

The bill would also improve our authority concerning good manufacturing 

practice regulations, records inspection, registration of device 

manufacturers, maintenance of records and submission of reports, and 

~emedial action concerning hazardously defective devices. 

The fundamental principles of H.R. 5545 are similar to S. 510, 

a bill which was passed by the Senate earlier this year and 

which the Department did not object to in substance. We 

opposed the overly specific provision of S. 510 relating to 

clinical investigational phase of medical device development 

since that language would freeze into statutory form present 

Department policy. This may prevent necessary administrative 

updating to keep pace with biomedical technology, which may 

soon need to be done after the National Commission for the 

Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral 

Research presents its findings. H.R. 5545, contains preferable 

language which would give the FDA broad authority to issue 

regulations to assure adequate protection of human subjects 

of device testing without restricting the requirements to 

what may today be considered necessary and appropriate. 
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We also opposed the premarket approval provisions of S. 510 as overly 

broad and ambiguous. We proposed alternative language which tightened 

up this category both by assigning to this category devices whose uses 

are of substantial importance and by explaining that general controls 

or standards are preferred to premarket approval. H.R. 5545 

is similar to that proposed by the Department, but we still 

prefer the Department's proposed provisions. We are attaching 

a copy of our April 17 letter to Senator Scott in which this 

provision was proposed. This language will assure that devices 

that need premarket approval will get it, but without requiring 

approval of trivial products which pose no risk to the consumer. 

Another way in which H.R. 5545 is an improvement over S. 510 is in the 

breadth of the recordkeeping and reporting authority provided in 

section 519. This authority will enable us to require submission of 

data relevant to classification, adulteration, or misbranding for all 

devices. It is similar to the authority in the Department's proposed 

Food Drug and Cosmetic Amendments of 1975 (H.R. 12847) in the last 

Congress. We do, however, believe that the records and reports 

provision in H.R. 5545 could be improved, as I will discuss in a few 

minutes. 

We are also pleased that H.R. 5545 includes authority to temporarily ·· 

detain devices suspected of violating the law. This was proposed in 

the Department bill (H.R. 12847) in the last Congress. 
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We believe that the Subcommittee has developed a clear and 

workable proposal which reflects the Cooper Committee report 

and synthesizes the views of medical practitioners, research 

scientists, engineers, consumer groups, industry, and Federal 

agencies. 

We are confident that the Agency's efforts thus far to classify 

devices and establish standards have been wholly consistent with 

ti-le bill, and we hope the legislative history reflects this. We 

believe it should be clearly understood that the FDA can build 

upon what has been done already and can develop and use flexible 

procedures consistent with Congressional intent. 

Several features of H.R. 5545 cause us concern or could be improved 

or clarified. 

1. The procedure for establishing a standard includes two initial 

steps that FDA believes can be collapsed into one. The bill should 

combine the notice for submission of comments concerning the 

establishment of a standard (proposed section 514(b)) with the 

notice inviting submission of offers concerning the proposed 

standards (proposed section 514(c)). 
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2. H.R. 5545 provides for an opportunity for review of a device 

standard by an independent advisory committee which shall not be 

a panel established for purposes of recommendations on classification 

and premarket approval. We believe this provision can be changed 

in a way that will allow FDA to make efficient use of its advisory 

committees while assuring that standards are not reviewed by 

individuals who may have prejudged an issue. We believe it is 

enough that the bill prohibit inclusion on an independent advisory 

committee of those individuals who have served on a classification 

panel which had considered the particular standard under review. 

3. The FDA has experienced great delays in removing unsafe and 

ineffective drugs from the market. One problem with the current 

drug law is the requirement of opportunity for a formal, evidentiary 

hearing, as prescribed in 5 U.S.C. 554. H.R. 5545 would require the 

FDA to provide opportunity for this same type of formal hearing when 

the agency approves, denies, or withdraws approval of a device 

application or takes comparable action regarding a product development 

protocol. We believe that an informal hearing, as defined in the 

bill, will assure fairness to interested persons without hindering 

Agency activities. 
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4. We have related concerns about the banned device provisions of 

section 516. Based on our experience with drug removals, we would 

urge that all banning orders take effect upon publication and pending 

any further administrative proceedings, including any decision as to 

whether a hearing is to be held. 

5. It is important that device manufacturers, importers, and distributors 

notify the Agency of all defects in medical devices. This has been a 

particular problem in our experience with pacemakers, where companies 

have not told the Agency that they have found defects in their products 

or that they have undertaken recalls. Under S. 510, there would 

be specific defect notification authority as a part of the "3-R" 

remedies--repair, replacement, or refund. However, this notifi-

cation authority would be limited to product-related defects 

presenting a substantial risk to the public safety. Under 

H.R. 5545, there would be no specific defect reporting provision, 

but the general reporting provision of section 519 authorizes 

regulations requiring defect reporting in all appropriate cases. 

We favor the provisions of section 519 of H.R. 5545 which would 

authorize us to require defect notification in instances in which 

industry may not regard a degree of risk as "substantia1, 11 or 

where it is unclear whether the risk is due to the product itself 

or the lack of skill of users. However, we believe the Committee 

should make it clear that the deletion of the specific defect 

reporting provision is not meant to imply that FDA lacks authority 

to require device manufacturers, importers, and distributors to 

report device defects. 
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6. The records and reports provisions could be improved by deletion 

of the provision in proposed section 519(a)(l) barring 11 requirements 

unduly burdensome to a device manufacturer, importer, or distributor 

taking into account his cost of complying with such requirements and 

the need for the protection of the public health and the implementation 

of this Act. 11 This language is unnecessary in view of current and 

orooosed requirements that Federal aqencies take into account the 

economic impact of their requirements. These provisions would merely 

lead to unproductive arqument and ~ossible litioation between FDA 

and industry as to what is burdensome but would not add any real 

safeguards to assure that burdensome requirements are not imposed. 

Also, the section 519(a)(5) restrictions upon reportinq authori~y 

for devices subject only to general controls may be misunderstood. 
'* We read these requirements as only restrictinq use by FDA of the 

reporting authority to require that research be conducted that 

will generate data meeting FDA reporting requirements, or to 

require routine periodic reportinq unrelated to oublic health need. 

It should be noted that if FDA does not have adequate authority to obtain 

information on class I (general controls) devices, there will be an 

incentive to place these devices in class II (standards) or class III 

(premarket approval). 
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7. Researchers and teachers who directly import devices for their 

own use should be subject to recordkeeping and reporting requirements, 

which would require a change in proposed section 519(b)(2). 

8. There is a need to allow marketing of custom devices which 

necessarily deviate from requirements which would otherwise be 

applicable to the device under the standard-setting or premarket 

approval provisions of the bill. However, it is essential that 

the custom device provisions not serve as a loophole that will 

allow the marketing of dangerous or deceptive products. The custom 

device provision of H.R. 5545 (section 520(b)) would not, as we 

read the bill, exempt any device from otherwise applicable regulations 

for investigational devices or banned devices. It should also be made clear 

that FDA would be able to take necessary action to curb a practitioner's 

use of a custom device as a course of conduct on a number of patients, 

where this use is repeated to such an extent that the practitioner 

is in effect conducting unsupervised experiments, or allowing the 

marketing of a product that would otherwise be unlawful. We recognize that 

many of the devices used by certain practitioners, for example, dentists, 

involve a certain degree of custom design for each patient, as a 

course of conduct, and this is not objectionable. Thus, a provision 

limiting use of custom devices as a course of conduct must be 

carefully drafted to prevent abuses, but not to prevent use of 

custom products where justified by medical need. 
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9. We understand the prescription device provisions of new section 520{e), 

and related provisions in sections 514 and 515, would authorize restrictions 

to assure effectiveness as well as safety. However, this understanding is 

based uoon our knowl edoe of similar terms used in drug 1 aw and may be 
•, 

easily misunderstood by those who are not familiar with the history of 

t~ose terms. To prevent misunderstandinq, these orovisions should be 

clarified, but it should be made clear that the Committee 

does not intend to imply any limitations on our authority concerning 

restrictions on use or distribution of drugs. 

10. We believe it is unnecessary to require establishment of a separate 

advisorv committee to advise FDA concerning good manufacturing practice 

requlations. Our oresent procedures provide ample opportunity for industry, 

consumers, and scientists to make known their views in this area. If 

a specific advisory committee on qood manufacturing rractice regulations 

seems desirable, we will establish one. He also regard as unnecessary 
>, 

an explicit system for petitions for exemption or variance from qood 

manufacturing practice reoulations. 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, Mr. Chairman, we recognize the need for medical 

device legislation. Within the budget restrictions and current 

resource limitations which I alluded to earlier, this Department has no 

objections to the substance of H.R. 5545, with the changes outlined above. 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, this concludes by 

statement. My colleagues and I will be pleased to answer any 

questions you may have. 
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Honorable Hugh Scott 
Minority Leader 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Hugh: 
.-........ 

There is before the Senate, as reported by the Committee on Labor and 
Public Welfare, S. 510, the "Medical Device Amendments of 1975." 

The reported bill is identical with S. 236~, which was passed by the 
Senate during the 93rd Congress, providing· the Food and Drug Adminis
tration (FDA) with a number of new authorities relating to medical 
devices. S. 510 would enable the establishment of mandatory standards, 
require premarket scientific review in certain cases, and control 
investigational devices. It would also require manufacturers to 
register, maintain records, make reports, notify FDA of defective 
products, and comply with good manufacturing practice regulations. 

We have certain objections to the reported bill, as discussed below. 

One of the principal issues of medical deyice legislation concerns 
what types of devices should be subject to scientific review. 

S. 510 provides that devices that are life-sustaining or life-supporting 
must be classified as requiring premarket scientific review even if 
standards or an exemption would be adequate. We believe this provision 
is too broad and that the following alternative language would be 
preferable to the first sentence of proposed section 514(a)(l) of the 
Act. 

SEC. 514. (a)(l) The Secretary may declare that a device (or 
type or class of device) for which scientific review has been 
determined to be appropriate pursuant to section 5ll(d) shall 
be subject to scientific review under this section with respect 
to any particular use or intended use th~reof, if, after consul
tation with the appropriate panel or panels specified in sub
section (b), and finds that (A) insufficient information exists 
(i) to assure effectiveness or (ii) to assure that exposure to 
such devices will not cause unreasonable risk of illness or 
injury and {B) scientific review may assure effectiveness or 
may reduce or eliminate such unreasonable risk and (C) no more 
practicable means to assure effectiveness or to reduce or eliminate 
the unreasonable risk are appropriate and (D) the device purports 
or is represented to be for a use which is of substantial 
importance in supporting, sustaining, or preventing impairment 
of human life or health.*** 
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Conforming amendments would be needed in proposed section 511 of the Act 
regarding criteria for classification of medical devices, including 
deletion of the last sentence ip proposed section Sll(c)(l)(B). 

The Department also opposes the provision in the bill concerning pro
tection of human subjects in device legislation. The excessive speci
ficity of th~s language would freeze into law the current requirements 
of Department policy, anc;.".t.hereby interfere with its further administra
tive udpating to keep pace with developments in biomedical technology. 

As you are aware, the Department supported legislation similar to 
S. 510 in the 93rd Congress. If amended to meet the objections outlined 
above, the Department. w mld'· have no objections to the substance of S. 510. 
If S. 510 were to become law: FDA's existing Bureau of Medical Devices 
and Diagnostic Products would be charged with carrying out the responsi
bilities created by the bill's enactment. The Senate should understand 
that,because of budget restrictions, the Bureau would begin to implement 
a strengthened medical devices regulation program within FDA's current 
resources. No additional sums would be necessary in the current year. 
In future years funds for this program will continue to be provided 
by adjustments in existing programs rather than by any increase in the 
FDA's budget. 

We are advised by the Office of Management and Budget that there is no 
objection to the presentation of this report from the standpoint of the 
Administration's program. 

·""'"- -. 
/~ Sincerely, 

;,. ... "' ""'.. . 
............. '!' ...... ~ ,.;· # .. /' 

Secretary 
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THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH. e:DUCATION, AN::: WELFARE 

WASHINGTON,:J.C.20 01 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT . / 

FROM CASPAR W. WEINBERGE1 ~ 
April 3. 1975 

SUBJECT: Medical Device Legi-slation 

OMB has advised us of your decision not to re-propose to the Congress 
legislation which the Administration previously sponsored if such 
legislation would cost additional resources not specifically included 
in your 1976 budget, even though it may be mentioned in the budget. 
One legis~ative proposal which is in this category and which I wish 
to bring to your attention involves authority to regulate medical 
devices. The circumstances surrounding this piece of legislation 
are such that you may wish us to support it even though it may be 
viewed by some as an exception to your general rule. Actually, I 
do not believe it requires an exception to that rule; it can and 
should be a no-cost proposal this year, and therefore need not be 
"caught in the net" of that rule. 

The legislation would provide the Food and Drug Administration with 
needed authority to establish mandatory standards for medical devices, 
require premarket scientific review in certain cases, and control 
investigational devices. We have sought sensible legislation in this 
field in order to preclude such problems as defective pacemakers, 
implanted heart valves, kidney dialysis machines, and potentially 
dangerous intrauterine devices. Because of the critical nature of 
these devices even a very small error rate results in significant 
human tragedy, and so this new legislation is clearly in the 
"humanitarian" category. 

The problem in not supporting medical device legislation this year is 
greater than just the fact that the Administration has supported this 
legislation in the past two Congresses. Prior to your decision the 
Food and Drug Commissioner, in testimony this year before the Congress, 
has used our medical device legislation and its prospective trans
mission to the Congress as a basis for heading off other undesirable 
legislation. He offered such testimony in good faith, believing that 
legislation would soon be transmitted based on our past support. It 
is reasonably clear that the Congress will pass some legislation on 
medical devices this session no matter what we say. But failure of 
the Administration to take a positive position on this legislation 
would place the Depart."TTent in an a\vkward position at best. 
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Because I both understand and agree with your strong position to 
hold down Federal expenditures, I think we cannot proceed with 
this proposal in a "business as usual" fashion. We could, however, 
take the position that we favor enactment of this legislation this 
year with the understanding that implementation in FY 1976 would 
be conducted within resources already budgeted for the Food and 
Drug Administration. Given the circumstances in this case, I would 
prefer to proceed in this fashion if you agree. 

I have attached at Tab A a copy of my draft letter to Senator Scott 
on the pending medical devices bill. The letter favors enactment 
this year but indicates an intention to implement within available 
resources in 1976. The letter to Senator Scott does state, correctly, 
that additional resources will be required in Fiscal 1977. 

Recommendation 

I recommend that you endorse our support of a medical devices bill 
but at no additional FY 1976 cost. 

Decision 

Support medical devices bill but 
at no additional FY 1976 cost 

Do not support medical devices bill 

Attachment 



Honorable Hugh Scott 
Hinority Leader 
Uinited States Senate 
l.Jashington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Hugh: 

There is before the Senate, as reported by the Committee on Labor and 

Public Welfare, S. 510, the 11Hedical Device Amendments of 1975." 

The reported bill is identical with S. 2368, which was passed by the 

Senate during the 93rd Congress, providing the Food and Drug Adminis-

tration (FDA) \Vith a number of new authorities relating to medical 

devices. S. 510 would enable the establishment of mandatory standards~ 

require premarket scientific review in certain cases, and control 

investigational devices. It would also require manufacturers to 

register, maintain records, make reports, notify FDA of defective 

products, and comply with good manufacturing practice regulations. 

t~e have certain objections to the reported bill, as discussed below. 

One of the principal issues of medical device legislation concerns 

what types of devices should be subject to scientific review. 
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S. 510 provides that devices that are life-sustaining or life-supporting 

must be classified as requiring premarket scientific review even if 

standards or an exemption would be adequate. We believe this provision 

is too broad and that the following alternative language would be 

preferable to the first sentence of prop.osed section 514 (a) (1) of the 

Act. 

SEC. 514. {a){l) The Secretary may declare that a device {or 

type or class of device) for which scientific revie\.; has been 

determined to be appropriate pursuant to section 5ll(d) shall 

be subject to scientific review under this section with respect 

to any particular use or intended use' thereof, if, after consul

tation with the appropriate panel or. panels specified in sub

section (b), he finds that (A) insufficient information exists 

(i) to assure effectiveness or (ii) to assure that exposure to 

such devices will not cause unreasonable risk of illness or 

injury and (B) scientific review may assure effectiveness or 

may reduce or eliminate such unreasonable risk and (C) no more 

practicable means to assure effectiveness or to reduce or eliminate 

the unreasonable risk are appropriate and (D) the device purports 

or is represented to be for a use \-lhich is of substantial 

importance in supporting, sustaining, or preventing impairment 

of human life or health.*** 

Conforming amendments would be needed in proposed section 511 of the Act 

regarding criteria for classification of medical devices, including 
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deletion of the last sentence in proposed section 5ll(c)(l)(B). 

The Department also opposes the provision in the bill concerning pro-

tection of human subjects in device investigations. The excessive 

specificity of this language would freeze into law the current 

requirements of Department policy, and thereby interfere with its 

further administrative updating to keep pace with developments in 

bio~edical technology. 

As you are aware, the Department supported tion similar to 

S. 510 in the 93rd Congress. If amended to ceet the objections 

outlined above, the Department also supports enactment of S. 510. 

FDA's existing Bureau of Medical Devices and Diagnostic Products would 

be charged with carrying out the responsibilities created by the 

bill's enactment. Because of the President's decision not to initiate 

new spending programs this year, the Bureau would begin to implement 

a strengthened medical devices regulation program within FDA's 

current resources. Additional resources necessary to implement 

enacted legislation would be requested in the President's Budget 

for FY 1977. 

He are advised by the Office of Z..fanagement and Budget that there is no 

objection to the presentation of this report from the standpoint of the 

Administration's program. 

Sincerely, 

Secretary 

! 

• 



Uonorable Hugh Scott 
Ninority Leader 
Uinited States Senate 
Hashington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Ilugh: 

There is before the Senate, as reported by the Committee on Labor and 

Public Helfare, S. 510, the "Hedical Device Amendments of 1975. 11 

The reported bill is identical with S. 2368, lvhich ,,,as passed by the 

Senate during the 93rd Congress, providing the Food and Drug Adninis-

· tration (FDA) with a number of ne'tv authorities relating to medical 

devices. S. 510 Hould enable the establishment of mandatm:y standards, 

require premarket scientific review in certain cases, and control 

investigational devices. It would also require manufacturers to 

register, maintain records, rnake reports, notify FDA of defective 

products, and comply with good manufacturing practice regulations. 

\.Je have certain objections to the reported bill, as discussed belo'". 

One of the principal issues of medical device legislation concerns 

v1hat types of devices should be subject to. scientific revie'"· 
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S. 510 provides that devices that are life-sustaining or life-supporting 

must be classified as requiring premarket scientific review even if 

standards or an ~xemption \vould be adequate. We believe this provision 

is too broad and that the following .~lternative language would be 

preferable to the first sentence of pr·oposed section 511! (a) (1) of the . . 
Act. 

SEC. 514. (a)(l) The Secretary may declare that a device (or 

type or class of device) for \vhich scientific revim . .- has been 

determined to be appropriate pursuant to section Sll(d) shall 

be subject to scientific review under this section with respect 

to any particular use or intended us~~here~f, if, after consul-

tation \lith the appropriate panel or. panels specified in sub-

section (b), he finds that (A) insufficient information exists 

(i) to assure effectiveness or (ii) to assure that exposure to 

such devices will not cause unreasonable risk of illness or 

injury and (B) scientific reviei·1 may· assure effectiveness or 

may reduce or eliminate such unreasonable risk and (C) no more 

practicable means to assure effectiveness or to reduce or eliminate 

the unreasonable risk are appropriate and (D) the device purports 

or is represented to be for a use which is of substantial 

importance in supporting, sustaining, or preventing impairment 

of lmman lif c or health.*** 
, , 

I 
Conforming amendments would be needed in proposed section 511 df the A 

regarding criteria for classification of medical devices, including 
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deletion of the last sentence in proposed section Sll(c)(l)(B). 

The Department al.so opposes the provision in the bill concerning pro-. 
I 

tection of human subjects in device investigations. The excessive · 

specificity of this language would .freeze into law the current 
.. 

requirements of Department policy, and thereby interfere with its 

further administrative updating to keep pace with developments in 

biomedical 

t~~ =I) 

{ID [!s you 

tec~nology. 

l~e are advised by the Office of Hanagcment and Budget that there is no 

objection to the presentation of this report from the standpoint of the 

, Admin.istration's program. 
. · .. 

Sincerely, 

Secretary 



Don Hirsch 
HEW' 
Rm. 5109 
245-7760 

/~,' 
i 

As you are aware, the Department supported legislation 

similar to s. 510 in the 93rd Congress. If amended to 

meet the objections outlined above, the Department would 

have no objection to the substance of S. 510. However, 

I must call your attention to the President's policy 

urging that no new programs be enacted this year which 

would require increased Federal spending over the amounts 

recommended in his budget. Specifically, the President 

said in his State of the Union address: 

"I have [also] concluded that no new spending 

programs can be initiated this year, except 

those for energy." 
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.MEMORANDill-1 FOR THE PRESIDENT . £ ~ . April 3, 1975 

//~d/1, "' FR0..'1 CASPAR W. t<EINBERGE' 1/y;U'~~ 
SUBJECT: Medical Device Legislation t 

OMB has advised us of your decision not to re-propose to the Congress 
legislation which the Administration p~eviously sponsored if such 
legislation would cost additional resources not specifically included 
in your 1976 budget, even though it ~ay be mentioned in the budget. 
One legis~ative proposal which is in this category and which I wish 
to bring to your attention involves authori·ty to regulate r.ted~cal 
devices. The circumstances surrounding this piece of legislation 
are such that you may wish us to suppo~t it even though it may be 
viewed by some as an exception to your general rule. Actually, I 
do not believe it requires an exception to that rule; it can and 
should be a no-cost proposal this year, and therefore need not be 
"caught in the net" of that rule. 

The legislation .would provide the Food and Drug Administration \V"ith 
needed authority. to establish mandatory standards for medical devices, 
require premarket scientific review in certain cases, and control 
investigational devices. We have sought sensible legislation in this 
field in order to preclude such probl&~s as defective pacema~ers, 
implanted heart valves, kidney dialysis machines, and potentially 
dangerous intrauterine devices. Because of the critical nature of 
these devices even a very small error rate results in significant 
human tragedy, and so this new legislation is clearly in the 
"humanitarian" category. 

The problem in not supporting medical device legislation this year is 
greater than just the fact that the Administration has supported this 
legislation in the past two Congresses. Prior to your decision the 
Food and Drug Commissioner, in testimony this year before the Congress, 
has used our medical device legislation and its prospective trans
mission to the Congress as a basis for heading off other undesirable 
legislation. He offered such testimony in good faith, believing that 
legislation would soon be transmitted based on our past support. It 
is reasonably clear that the Congress ~.;ill pass some legislation on 
medical devices this session no matter ~-;hat we say. But failure of 
the A~~inistration to take a positive position on this legislation 
would place the Depart.."'Tient in an m.;kv;a:r-d position at best. 
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Because I both understand and agree \vith your strong position to 
hold down Federal expenditures, I think we cannot proceed with 
this proposal in a "business as usual 11 fashion. We could, however, 
take the position that we favor enactment of this legislation this 
year with the understanding that implementation in FY 1976 would 
be conducted within resources already budgeted for the Food and 
Drug Administration. Given the circumstances in this case, I would 
prefer to proceed in this fashion if you agree. 

I have attached at Tab A a copy of roy draft letter to Senator Scott 
on the pending medical devices bill. The letter favors enactment 
this year but indicates an intention to implerr:ent within available 
resources in 1976. The letter to Senator Scott does state, correctly, 
that additional resources will be required in Fiscal 1977. 

Recommendation 

I recommend that you endorse our support of a medical devices bill 
but at no additional FY 1976 cost. 

Decision 

Support medical devices bill but 
at no additional FY 1976 cost 

Do not support medical devices bill 

Attachment 

/_,/ 

( 



Honorable Hugh Scott 
}1inority Leader 
Uinited States Senate 
l.Jashington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Hugh: 

There is before the Senate, as reported by the Committee on Labor and 

Public Welfare, S. 510, the "Hedical Device Amendments of 1975." 

The reported bill is identical with S. 2368, which was passed by the 
. 

Senate during the 93rd Congress, providing the Food and Drug,Adminis-

tration (FDA) •vith a number of net.r authorities relating to medical 

devices. S. 510 would enable the establishment of mandatory standards, 

require premarket scientific review' in certain cases, and control 

investigational devices. It would also require manufacturers to 

register, maintain records, ~~ke reports, notify FDA of defective 

products, and comply with good manufacturing practice regulations. 

l·le have certain objections to the reported bill, as discussed below. 

One of the principal issues of medical device legislation concerns ,, 

what types of devices should be subject to scientific review. 
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S. 510 provides that devices that are life-sustaining or life-supporting 

must be classified as requiring premarket scientific review even if 

standards or an exemption would be adequate. We believe this provision 

is too broad and that the following ~lternative language would be 

· preferable to the first sentence of pr.op.osed section 514 (a) (1) of the 

Act. 

SEC. 514. (a)(l} The Secretary may declare that a device (or 

type or class of device) for which scientific reviel.: has been 

determined to be appropriate pursuant to section 5ll(d) shall 
. 

be subject to scientific review under this section with-respect 

to any particular use or intended use' ·thereof, if, after consul-

tation with the appropriate panel or. panels specified in sub-

section (b), he finds that (A) insufficient information exists 

(i) to assure effectiveness or (ii) to assure that exposure to 

such devices will not cause unreasonable risk of illness or 
.' 

injury and (B) scientific revie>-1 may assure effectiveness or 

may reduce or eliminate such unreason~ble risk and (C) no more 

practicable means to assure effectiveness or to reduce or eliminate · 

the unreasonable risk are appropriate and (D) the device purports 

or is represented to be for a use which is of substantial 

importance in supporting, sustaining, or preventing impairment 

of human life or health.*** 

Conforming at:J.endnents \-7ould be needed in proposed section 511 of the Act 

regarding criteria for classification of medical devices, including 
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deletion of the last sentence in proposed section 5ll(c)(l)(B). 

The Department also opposes the provision in the bill concerning pro-

tection of human subjects in device investigations. The excessive 

specificity of this language would freeze into law the current 

requirements of Department policy, and thereby interfere with its 

further administrative updating to keep pace ~~th developments in 

bio~edical technology. 

As you are aware, the Department supported legislation similar to 

S. 510 in. the 93rd Congress. If amended to ceet the objections 

outlined above, the Department also supports enactment of S. 510. 

FDA's existing Bureau of }fedical Devices and Diagnostic Products would 

be charged with carrying out the responsibilities created by the 

bill's enactment. Because of the President's decision not to initiate 

ne'tv spending programs this year, the Bureau would begin to implement 

a strengthened medical devices regulation program within FDA's 

current.resources. Additional resources necessary to implement 

enacted legislation would be requested in the President's Budget 

for FY 1977. 

. -
l·:'e are advised by the Office of Nanagement and Budget that there is no 

objection to the presentation of this report frow the standpoint of the 

Adninistration's program. 

Sincerely, 

Secretary 

' ' • 
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THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE 

WASHINGTON,D.C.20201 

APR 1 0 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM 
/ 

SUBJECT: Medical Device Leg·· 

You may have noted in the newspapers of April 8, 1975 (attachment), 
the articles referring to those heart pacemaker deficiencies 
which resulted in the death of 8 patients. It is possible 
that another 18 deaths will be attributed to deficiencies in 
these devices. 

Heart pacemakers are devices which electrically stimulate the 
heart and cause it to beat at prescribed rates and regularity. 
Certain forms of heart disease result in failure of ·the normal 
mechanism which causes the heart to beat. The implantation of 
a pacemaker may make the difference between life and death. 
When properly functioning, the pacemaker application can result 
in restoration of the patient to a productive life. 

In order to prevent the implantation of faulty pacemakers, we 
need the authority to review the devices before they are sold 
to physicians. It is this type of problem which has been the 
basis of my interest in the new medical device legislation. I 
have called your attention to the legislation in my memorandum 
to you dated April 3, 1975 {attachment). It occurred to me 
that this specific example may help clarify my reason for asking 
you to endorse our support of a medical devices bill at no · 
additional FY 1976 cost. 
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Defective Pacemakers 
Involved in :!G Deaths, 
HE\ V Secretary Says 

• 
Washington ~:pi-Oefecti•·e 

de~ths asscc:~:ed \\ill! acce:or- . • Cordis recall of ll.ir..O manufa·c·f.uri_n::-practice regu!a WAsm::.;r;-ro:-~ !AP)-D~r•~lln '"'"'':I.e 
· a ted puhe ra•e and ti"lree vth- .asynchronous pacemakers in llon.~ 1111~ lear .tc go\·ern. the pac~makers bav" been as«>Chtcd ,.ith at 
'ers of q~e;tionah!e c~use. ·July 1973, one death a>soci2ted qua.lly .or matenah. parts · and lea•t ~8 deaths or heart pati~r::s '" t.':e p:~..ct <:ardtdC pacemakers have ~n 

associat~ witil at lrast 29 
1 c~aths ci! hcat·t patients o>er 
L~e Ja;t three year.>, t!:e se.:re

l tary ~>! Health, EC:~Itdion a:td 

GI; rer.ail cf 1.~;1 uni~> : with high pacing. The FDA process1ng or pacem;;~crs, to tru·ca Y•Jtn. th" S.•cretary ot Uc;x!tl-~ Educ~-
• between Jur.e J!r.~ ar.c F~br~- ·said it i; still i~ve~tiga!i~g 12 · reduce defects. In addltioi'l, he, t!on a'i \\'el!:c"" u!d. 
ary 19i5. twa dea:hs a~:ocia:~d . deaths "associated witil hi~h- sa!d the i\at:onal Bureau ofi El~;ht or t~c d";xtl!s u-eM clin:c~ly ~~rib
with accderated pacin.,:. [>acing-rate nacerP.akNS as de- Standards has deve;o·x;d new! u~od to i:r.p!ant~d pacemaker failure~. Sec• 

· Wel!are said v~sterdav. 
t- Eight ~>f the deaihs "ere 
a!tr:bu~cd to the fatlurc or im~ 
p!ant~d p~ccm;,k<:rs. St:cre:.arr 
Casp;,r W. Wcir.!)l>r:,er said, 
"r.-1 lo o!her deaths gleaned 
fr~:n company ftlcs are un4er 
in>eS!i!'at:on. 

• Biotror.!t'. rc~cail of ~55 :ermined frOm an ex_::irr,inatior. test a~d eva!uaUon melhods.; Jr~~~:;: c~,....\l'.':t-inbM'~er ~ai!. a::.d I~ other 
pacem:;~er> in Fcbr-o~ary and •of records obtained from the: Rt!Spond!ng to Senator Rioi-ld ...... s •-~ 1!11-cr tn•eslli:~tion. t 
October 19i4, o:'e deu!!l a~d 27 finn.·• coff's Stl"geslion that th• \'avy11 ~!rd. '1\eln!l~rgu's 11-pa~ t.>tt~.- '"'-u 
·nj'u• es .,..-.... ..-·~ f...,; ,~:-n tru···m \'' '1 e ' .. - , lftltd eltv!!recs. to ~·n Abr.tl-~- P.•?t;,..._f'{ 
1. .1 ""v''~'~u "" .. '"· · • !latron reca1 of fA:O ·standard sho:lld have b•enl1o Co )· h.:U '· ·, • :" ~--~· 
m?~ion an~ ti~a~ ~·~s«~ a:!e~- pac~m~kers in Jun_e and Octo- ad~pted, !i:e secretary s~iJI ,,;~t ~~;.:o:t/~a;.~ltt~= ~r:ate ~>'11m
ed.s caused b, .ea, .• :~g t~.tcr- ber 1914 and :\larco. 1"'5 lour m<Jr.ufacturer · h· \'e been h~ I d 1 1. ' ho a..~•d ror i

6
s , . . . . #. • • "' • • • ' • =- " • ..... a nt n ~lri!~?;,: tomm~nt on a rc,..e-'1t- Gew 

~ • ... ~, £ • t"· ll!lJUnCS ln\'O}VI!lg high pacmg I"nehC~IJ~· SP.a!ing St·ini·t'OHdUC·ieral ACOG:.U..tt.~g Offu:e report. .... " 
I Secretary '1\'cin!:lerger·s 11-
, p~ge ietter 1\'as hand-celi\'er-..:1 
, to Ser.ator AbrahJm Ri!licof! 
t ID., Co1.n.), chairman o£ the 
'~nato:! Go•·ernmont Opera!lo1~s 
·Ci)o.-.rnittee. who h~d a.;ked ior 
:administration cummcnt en a 

• Conti. reca .. n -. .• t;O de- ;md lo>s or ou1put. tor uev1ces ·ince tile early· c . • · mand tt.•ne pacema'·<n in Oc ,:, • .. cnJre~•oru~:l auditon were cn••.:al ct 
. · '1 ' • Secretary Weinher~rr said 1S&rs. The entire unit cannot t~9 Fw.t :uv1 Druv 0\!!.-nlni•trot•on-;-s ba,_ 
lobe~ 19i3 ar--:1 Fe::ru>:-y 19;.;. the FDA will :>r<•pose good i t:;e sealed. however, hecal!se diing- ~f the recall.:! ;b->ut 23 ro">·n~c¥mai.. 
still under in\'estiga~ir.n wi:h I mercu!'y battcrlcs produce !iy- ns by General Elcc:ri~ eo .• 'c-.ord:s Corp., 
~o report on dea!!Js or lnjur:es. drogen gas ~hich must be ·~. Ml>mi, Fla.: B!'>tronfk Corp .• wut ce ... 

' leased, be said. · ... many. ar:tl Vi:.V.tronics lteUical lr.c.. th!t 
'Ncther~a.nds .. 

reo;nt G~neral Accountin;: Oi
f:ce report. 

Qln;;:ressional auditors were 
critical or the Food and Oru~ 
A~r.:inistr;,tion's hanc!lir-6 oi 
!},e recall of ahout 2HG~ p;;ce
l reakers by Ge•~eral Electr:c, 

B!:>lro:Jik, Cordis and Vtta!ro:'l 
1~1972. 

I 
rr.:!l now, the FDA. wl>.iclt 

rc~!!(.;t~s medical Cevices, in
~d\;\!.lng pacemakers, h:~s 
• placed the toll at fewer than 10 
, ccaths. An estimated 12S.\!>JO 
I Americans have surgically-im
!p!anttd pox:em;,k~rs :o regu
t i&:e their heart beat. 
j Secretlll'y Weinberger said I 
1 a~ the device failur~s w~re : 
'u~e to "imprope!' design, ma-i 
• !erial or component selection. i 
j"~ proces_~ing" ami not, as Sen·j 
a.or Rtll!coff charged, lo the . 
agency's rejection o! a l!'.o39 j 
Sa\-y standard for heremeti-1 
caUy sealing electronic comp.r 
rents. . I 

I 
"FDA at fhis time does r.ot 

~!ie,·e imposition of a star:d· 
ard simply to requi:e tie her-

1 
me!ic ~aling of aii imphnted 

. p<!eemakers is necessary or 
v.i;.e," his letter said. ··~toreo
\'eF, it could ln!roduce other 
problems \\Chich would ad
,·esely af!ect the Jresent util
ity of pacemakers." 

Secretary Weinl:lerger said it 
ellen is difficult to det~nnino! 
w!Jether a par .. maker fa;lll!'e 
resul:e.J in deatil Clr ir,jl!.")'. Ee 
s~id p.1l-emaker palitnts range 
from h~!an:s \\ith con;rr..iral 
defects to elderly ~r>-Uns suf
fering from arter!osc!e:osis, 
"all wh'>se heart• are deieeu\'e 
2~d whnse d•ath~ oftet• a:e not 
U£~Xjll'ClCd." I 

lie pro\·ide<l Senator Ribicolf 

!with the followin;! list ,,f pa.;e
makN death• an.J injur.es: 

I • Gener~l F:lectrJc rec .1!1 or 
\574 ur.its in eariy 1902. !our 

~ntil.._ ftOw. t.lte FDA. \7hieh ~gullttes 
me ... 4ca1 d~\·1cea. inc1u..1;nx plo\c:f'makers. h:u 
placed the ti)U at fe-..,·er than 10 -::~a.th3. An. 
eslimn.lcd t:S.rol Anu~ricar.s h&.\"e sum. 
cally lm!)!an~ed p~cem~ers to rqulal. 
Uteir heart boa~. .I 

l\tr. \\"etr.'!:~:?e-r 5a.i.d ail the d.e,-!ce tau.· 
urc.i WP.te C:ue to "hnpt"'rcr·• dcst~A. rna: e.; 
rfat or pa.rt selt:C'tion. o:- pr'A"essir.~ .... ra~'t~r. 
than, as S~n. Ribicof! h'\8 cP..a:-r;M. to t::e1 
agency·s rtj~ct!:m c! a. 1~a !\;~:.·}· ~:Jl'\darc!, 
foe h~trr.et!.caHy seaur,g eJI!ctro:t!c ~ttL 1 

''FDA at tl-.ts time doe•n' t believe lxpe-1 
alt!Qn ot a stand~rd oi.T.p!y to re<;'>lre tl14 
berme!.le ser.fing of an t•nplanted ;:tcemak·~ 
er:; is neeeea.ry or vd.se, .. :.rr. \~.'d~~r;er"~; 
letter said ... lroreo-rer. tt cCtu.1-:! L"lt.rodU.~: 

.other problema wh!ob woul'i ~-J'tnel,r ~-~ 
teet the P<"•s<nt utlllty of paccma.ker3." f 

J.lr. Wrinbert~r sai..:! It o:tc-:t 1s C~cuJt ~ 
to determine \l:t.ether a p!.<:emalt~r !allu!"e 
~3ulted in c!e::lth ot lnjuf')·. He: gaJd p&ce
ntllk~r pa~ents r:u.:e !'rom inta.nts \\it.'l con• 
ge~!tal detaets to ehlerly pe~s<>M &:.."te:ing
!rom arter!o!c!ero.ttl, "'all \\'ho.:ut ~ea.n.s a rc t 
de!ecttve Md 11:hase deaths olton aren' t c.::-•1 eKpected."' , 

Mr. W~tnber?or sa!d til<> FDA ...-;n pro-! 
pas~ rood·~u:a.c:t-.U'i~-practice re;u!a.-f 
t!o"' t.'11s. year to fC'Iem the <;.u.tlity at "'"'! 
te:!ala, parts and prcce!"sir..; o: plc~:na!:ers.! 
In addition, he 3aid that· the Xat:cn'll Bu-1 
reau of S~dar<!l l:a.o dewlcped ,~.., test • 
and e\·atw.:1on Il!~lhods. .. 1 

Respond.i."lg" t~ Sen .. Ri~tco!:·• ~·!s:e3t!5n i 
that the Xavy sta.:WArd s!lou!d ha>"e ll••"!. 
adopted, t.:'l~· S~cMt-1....-y se.td r.:!".P·Jfa::tu:-ers 
have bc•n herr.t•Uclty sea!L~;r """'!c-<:n:!uc.i 
tor d"l\1c~s a:nce tr.e earlyl!!\W:f .. T!':e e!lt:~· ~ 
unit can't be ~~a.~~~ l:owe\·cr. bee-au~ mer:! 
cury M.tt~,-its prodt!oe hydro;.en ~.u l!lat! 
mu•l ba relcAl!td, ~~~ •dt<!. l 

Wall Street Jour. 
April 8, 1975, P• 1 -
1 Dtft"t'U\'fl- ('.;rt!l~ p~t·t'f.nsk2'f'S. l!:l,,. rl!·; 
rcctly cv;tt-:-ib-4t·'d to e4:ilt d(:t.tt.:i G! :·r-.a.:t 
pathmli In l:.!e f.aAt t!\Nt:. y~arft Mel 13, c:l.!'.-;!"' 
dca.ths "'~ under tm·e•ll~;;,:iua, H•.;IU.. f:Qu·l 
ciltion an.J We:tfn.re f:.t.([r:b..ry \r~l:\L-..·r:~:-; 
to!d c. C'O."\gre.:ilc..W cc.>mlnitl~e lo--r~;i' i:ltQt 
the m.atttr.. { 
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THE SECRETARY Of' HEALTH. EDUCATJOH.AND WELFARE 

WASHINGTON. D.C.20201 

),.. / 

,·. ~:(;!/.,(/(. )') I 9} y-

/ 
MEMORANDUH FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM : CASPl-IR t1'. \'lEINBERGER 5- / ( 1 .. / ?;./ 

SUBJECT: Medical Device Legislation 

OHB has advised us of your decision not to re-propose to the Congress 
legislation tvhich the Administration previously sponsored if such 

' legislation would cost additional resources not specifically included 
in your 1976 budget, even ":hough it may be I!:entioned in the budget. 
One legislative proposal which is in this categcry and which I wish 
to bl:ing to your attention involves authority tt:l regulate medical 
devices. The circ~~stances surro~~ding this piece of legislation 
are such that you ~~y wish us to support it even though it may be 
viewed by some as an excep~ion to your general r~le. Actually, I 
do not believe it requires an exception to that rule; it can and 
should be a no-cost proposal this year, and the-vefore need not be 
"caught in the netn of t.'IJ.at rule. 

The legislation would provide t.'IJ.e Food and Drug~dministration with 
needed authority to establish mandatory standares for medical devices, 
require premarket scientific review in certain e1ses, and control 
investigational devices. We have sought sensibl:! legislation in this 
field in order to preclude such problems as defettive pacemakers, 

'· implanted heart valves, kidney dialysis machines,, and potentially 
dangerous intrauterine devices. Because of the ~ritical nature of 
these devices even a very small error rate resul~s in significant 
human tragedy, and so this new legislation is c~arly in the 
"humanitarian" category. 

The proble~ in not supporting medical device legislation this year is 
greater than just Lhe fact that the AQ~inistrat~n has supported this 
legislation in the past ~go Congresses. Prior ~~your de~ision the 
Food and Drug Co~issioner, in testimony this yer before the Congress, 
has used our nedical device legislation and itsdrospective trans
mission to the Congress as a basis for heading cdf other undesirable 
legislation. He offered such testimony in good naith, believing ~;at 
legislation would soon be transmitted based on o1r past support. It 
is reasonably clear that the Congress will pass some legislation on 
medical devices this session no matter \vhat vTe Si.'J'. But failure of 
the Administration to take a positive position en this legislation 
would place the Department in an awkward positian at best. 
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Because I both understand <:u1d agree with your strong poai tion to 
holc1 dcwn Federal ex?enditurcs, I thin;-: -.:e cannot proceed with 
this pro:X)sal in a .. :business as usual ti fa;:; hi on.. ;;e could, however 1 

take the ro.1ition that w,~ f<,·.ro:r. enacment of this legislation this 
year with the under::--tnndinq t.'1at ir::plcr::-en~n.tion in PY 1976 WO'J.ld 
be conducted within resources already bt:C.;;~ted for the I'ood and 
Drug l'.d."llnistration. Given the circu.:":'.sta!!ccs in this case, I wo1.1ld 
prefer to proceed in this fashion if you <1greo. 

I have attached at Tab A a copy of oy craft letter to Senator Scott 
on the p-::!nciing I!',cdical devices bill. Tho letter favors enactment 
this year but indicates a.."l intention to D;~ple~nt \'lithin available 
resources in 1976. ?he letter to Senator Scott docs state, correctlyt 
that additional resources will be required in Fiscal 1977. 

Z reco~nd that you enuorse ~~r support of a medical devices bill 
but at no additional FY 1976 cost. 

Decision 

Support ~edical devices bill hut 
at no additional FY 1976 cost 

Do not S~?port medical devices hill 

Attachment 

cc: Dr. Cooper - H 
Samuel/Sopper - L 
Dr. Altman - P 

P:WANorrill/mrj 4-2-75 
REVISED:C~~'leinberger/mrj 4-3-75 



Honorable L1gh Scott 
Hir:ori ty Lpcd c~r 
Uinitcd Statcb S2nate 
\~,.., shing ton, ~. C. 20510 

Dear llugh: 

There~ is hc:f:ore the Sen<:1te, as reported by the: Cor:h-;;ittce on Labor and 

J'ublic Kelfan=:~ S. 510, the "Nedical Device Amendr.~ents of 1975." 

The repor-tc~d bill is identicnl \·:lth S. 2368) •dlich ,.;as passed by the 

Senate <hring t1H:~ 93rd Congl:css, providing the Food and. Drug Admir.is-

tn1t:ion (FD.\) ~<lith a lT<J:nber of nel·1 authorities relating to ncdical 

devices. s •• 510 >;.;rould enable the establishn:::!nt of r:;.a.ndatory standayls. 

require prc;;;aricet scie:ttif~c re.vieu in certain cases, _and control 

investig2tional devices. It \Wuld also require manufacturers to 

register, r.:aintain records, make reports, notify FDA of defective 

products, and comply with good manufacturing practice regulations. 

' l.Je have certain objections to the reported bill, as discussed belo\.:. 

One of the principal issues of medical device legislation concerns 

what types of devices should be subject to scientific revie~-1. 

1 • 
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S. 510 provides that d~viccs that arc life-sustaining or life-supporting 

must be classified as requiring prc.::;arkct scientific rev1ct·! even if 

standards or an exemption \·JOuld he adequate. He believe this provision 

is too broad and that the following alternative language would be 

preferable to the first sentence of proposed section 51-4(a)(l) ot the 

Act. 

SEC. 514. (a)(l) The Secretary Bay declare that a device (or 

type or class of device) for i·.'hich scientific review has been 

dcternined to be appropriate pursuant to section 5ll(d) shall 

be subject to scientific review under this section with respect 

to any particular use or intended use thereof) if~ after consul-

tation ~.:ith the appropriate panel or panels specified in sub.-

section (b), he finds that (A) insufficient information exists 

(i) to assure effectiveness or (ii) to assure that exposure to 

such devices will not cause unreasonable risk of illness or 

'-.. injury and (B) scientific revie\v rr.ay assure effectiveness or 

may reduce or elir.1inate such unreasonable risk and (C) no more 

practicable means to assure effectiveness or to reduce or eliminate 

the unreasonable risk are appropriate and (D) the device purpor.ts 

or is represented to be for a use ,.,.hich is of substantial 

importance in suppo:rting, sustaining, or preventing impairment 

of human life or health.*** 

1 
Conforming .-mendments t.:ould be needed in proposed section 511 o'f the Act 

reearding criteria for c]assificalion of medical devices, including 
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deletion of the last sentence in proposed section Sll(c)(l)(D). 

'fhe Department also opposes the provision in the hill conccrnin& pro-

tection of human subjects in device investigations. The excessive 

specificity of this language vould freeze into la-;·l the current 

requircnents of Department policy, and thereby intcrf(:rc \·lith its 

further administrative updating to keep pace with d2velo~ccnts in 

biomedical technology. 

As yoq are aware, tl1e Department supported legislation similar to 

S. 510 in the 93rd Congress. If amended to meet the obj'ections 

outlined above$ the Depart1aent also supports enactuent of S. 510. 

'. FDA's exist~ng Bureau of Hedical Devices and D:taznostic Products Hould 

be charged with carrying out the responsibilities created by the 

bill's enactnent~ Because of the President's decision not to initiate 

new spending prograns this year, the Bureau \vould begjn to :i.aplement 

a strengthened nedical devices regulation progr::!m \·li thin FDA's 

current resources. Additional resources necessary to ir.1ple::::cnt 

enacted legislation ,,,ould be requested in the President's Budget 

for FY 1977. 

\-:'e are advised by the Office of 1-~anagenent and Budget that there is no 

objection to the presentation of this report from the standpoint of the 

Administration's program. 

Sincerely, , 
• 

Secl:ctary 




